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. THE four letters that contain objections
· . to the June editorial under the above
title miss the point cf the editorial, which
was to show that a line of trade union
'action had commenced which, if not
· nipped in ' the bud, might blossom into
.' something . extremely dangerous to the
,-, wor king class movement. This line of
. action was press censorship by workers
: in the printing trade, from which we had
already suffered, and which added to the
'.dbur den workers already had to bear
.i through open and veiled forms of censorship inspired by capitalist interests.
The article made erfectlv.,
.
'0
P lilt WIt wiC It Was dealing,
and not the Thomson dispute. The time to
make a statement on the point was while the
matter was still fresh, and the point had to
be driven home if it was dealt with at all.
That workers heatedly concerned in a par\ t icular dispute may fail to grasp, or may
:ijnisunderstand our attitude when trying to
/ drive an important point home is something
: we are always up against, and will always be
i up against, until the working class absorbs our
attitude. Striking examples were the anger at
, our opposition to war with Nazi German y and
the censorship of an article on monarchy by
the workers employed by our printers.
Now to come to the particular objections.
We will deal with them as far as space will
allow.
To Kingston Branch
Kingston Branch considers that the 'article
« expresses a point of view unworthy of our
Party". What was the point of view ?
Opposition to censorship! Is this unworthy of
our Party? The branch later on says « We
endorse the demand for freedom of the Press
and for freedom of speech" and then contradicts this statement by arguing that they only
want freedom of the Press for one point of
view, the one they favour, and not freedom
! of the Preis for the point of view they oppose
-that of the " class enemies."
• The workers in the printing trade are always
printin~ matter .that is detrimental to the~r
· class mterests as well -as matter that IS
" favourable.
If Alexander
Publications'
. workers had struck work in support of
'l··.·... .
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If the editoria l contributes towa rd s clea r moved by intentions that, to themselves, appear print in newspaper, periodicals and books but
thinking and towards nipping in the bud a to be in th e best interests of humanity."
- he would far rather see th at stuff in th an risk
,censorship line of action it will have ser ved a
censorship of his freed om t o ref ute those th ings
L ake also ap pears to h ave mi sunderstood and to exp lain our outlook.
useful purpose. As to the implications that
the editorial was not " very carefully" wri tten, th e obje cts of the four examples, which were
We do lay down a general policy of
it is a pity that T rotman has not indicated giv en merely to illustrate what could happen
Freedom of the P ress an d F reedom of Spee ch
definitely what he me ant by th is slur. The if wor kers started a policy of striking over
and we opp ose interference with this freed om.
editorial was carefully written. On thi s point the constitution of the produ ct. But still we
\Ve are not, of course, abs olutists. We recognise
and the further one about sympathy for the can't let him run away with the -meat. Q uite
th at there ma y be border -line cases, but the
workers, etc. , we would direct his attention to a number of vegetarian s (using th e term in a
action the editorial was discussing was not a
. the second pa ragraph of the editorial and to general sense) hold the view th at meat is the
border-line case-it had been app lied to us.
the last three paragr aph s as originally printed. direct cause of diseases such as can cer, tha t
But let us car ry L ake's idea a lit tle farther.
For the rest the editorial was int ended to be ravage the population, and that it is the basis
In present society the mea ns of prod uction
read along with the other matter we print and of ' numerous complaint s of a serious nature.
not in isolation. When dealing with a par-~ ' Maybe some . of th e vegetarians are trad e are owned by a priviled ged group, the
ticular question there is a limit to what can unionist meat porters and ma y recognise th e capitalist class, who are thereby enab led to live
reasonably be included. T o include all that Gil bertaria n situation th ey ar c in. After all, on th e surplus value extracted from the
T rotman appears to desire would ha ve enlarged workers can' t always choose the tr ad e they have ' worke rs' labour. The interests of the workers
are th erefore opposed to th e interests of the
the article beyond reasonable dimensions. As to follow to get a living.
owners of the means of pro duction. n ut wait.
it stands we fail to see how it could create a
As to the exam ples of chemists, etc., refusing Hold on a moment , We can' t make sweeping
false impression in th e minds of any but those
who wanted to have th at impression. It is a to do c ertain p articular things-they do not fit ' statements like that. What about the man
straightforward statement on a particular point because the 'point in question was what would roun d the corner who own his own little
of vital import ance to the workers, and it does •hap pen if th e workers sta rted on a genera l . fo rge ? He works for himself, empl oys no one
policy of stri king over the constitution of the and therefore cannot live on the sur plus value
not pretend to be more than that.
pro duct of ' labour . N eith er support nor con- - cxrracted fro m the workers. " It is selfdemnation has anything to do with th at point .' - evident that we cannot lay down a general
policy opp osing " the owners of the means of
To E. Lake
F inally, L ake gives (p resum ably in opposi- p rod uction. " W e must consider and decide
Lake objects ,th at th e ed itori al fails to give tion to the ar gument in th e editorial agai nst upon such cases as they ari se." N ow where
a balanced view; the fourth paragraph of the Press censorship by p rinting works ) the are we?
editorial, however, points out the obstacles possibiliry of some jingo press owner attemptOf cour se we can Jay down general policies
Capit alism sets up and urges the printing ing to incite a mob , etc. T his reminds th e of opposition, in spite of the possibility that
workers not to add to the burden. The writer of the star question at the tribunals we may ru n up against bord er-line cases once
f.cbeaviness ofhalld is onl y the insistan ce on .the during the first worl d war : " W ould you in a while.
. full and free expression of opinion in order -i±etencC y our mothe-iusne 'were attacked?"
Cen sorship' is-an-eviJ -tbing;JlO-nfjUe'
, that the workers may be better ar med in the ir If the answer was" Yes", back came the quick
wh o a-mlies it. Full and free discussion
fight for emancipation. The editorial also retort " T hen you are noropposed to war" . is ' the basis of sound under standing.
specifically recognises th at "Those who seek The writer hates the filt hy stuff and th e lies
G. M CCLATCHIE.
to suppress opinion th at offends them are and hypo cra cy . t hat printing workers have to
H

THE special .genius of ma n is his infinite
capacit y for making tools, H e has been
defined as the tool- making animal. H e has
also been defined by Marx as th e zoon
politikon and by others as the religious animal.
.All with equal justification. So let us have a
try at description and leave the definit ions to
add up for themselve s.
Men's special genetic endowment includes an
upright posture, opposable thumbs, a pound
of brains, extraordinary social sensitivity,
. ncute colour vision, and pr olonged post-nata l
dependence, no single one of which alone
accounts for man 's dominion over pa lm and
t, pine .
An organism is a unitar y field of forces
[ whose parts all contribute to its part icular
mode of living-in our case a form of cooperati ve labour which permits survi val in a
wider range o~circumstances than is possible
for any other creature. It is no single physical
featu re, but their combination, which lift s man
on to the escalator of history by th e creation
. of means of pr odu ction (including lan guage).
'I·

I

N ot ,even the brain. The human brain could
not work to capacity without hum an thumbs
or without the other spe cial features.
T he restless, man ip ulative ha nd s, t he
discriminating eyes, feed the brain; the brai n,
d igesti ng mu ltiple sensat ion in to general sense,
in forms th e senses ; pr olonged infantile
.dependence evokes a subtlety of emo tional cries
--"of helplessness; succour, affection, rebuke
and play -which-are stylised into lan guage by
the ne Cessities ' of
co-operat ive labour.
Language stepsup thinkin g to more abstra ct
levels, raises consciousness to consciousness of
consciousness, gives birth to the " I " which
sees and transcends me, and t o the giddy
pa radox of infinity, the horrif ying revelation of
self in oppo sition to th e world , which b utresses
the need for kinship -out of language, out of
social labour come Go d and the m onstrous
ego which whi mpers for fellowship . T he
picture of man as an animal with a big br ain
is good enough for the nineteenth century
Rationalist, 'but hard ly good enough for the

socialist. He has a big brain beca use he has
big hands, a big heart , and a talking tongueeach giving birth in congress wit h the others,
multipl ying to the total psyche which is man
with hands, who th inks, and dare not be alone.

Se n sati on and Thin ki ng
W e mu st ascribe to all li ving things a quality
we call sensati on or sensibility. At th e lowest
level of life, the sing' e cell respon ds to stimuli
in a relatively simple, generalised way. T he
more comple x multicellular organisms develop,
by division of labo ur, special sensitivities,
special senses; they develop at the same time
mechanisms for co-ordinating the separate
sensat ions, in a central ner vous system. T he
more highly developed organisms are not
simply bundles of simple cells, but bund'es of
systems, and bundles of systems of systems,
wher e co-ordination of sensations takes place
bot h with in each system and between the
systems, and integration therefo re occurs at
vario us levels, giving successive integrat ions of
integrations.
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What we call " thinking " results from the
activity (or is the activity) of the supreme
co-ordinator of co-ordinators. The eat's brain
is a platoon of co-ordinators, the gorilla's
a division, man's an army. The difference
between the final co-ordination in men's and
in the eat's brai n is the difference between a
The
world dictator and a parish clerk.
function of the co-ordinator is to register the
general effect of a number of different
simultaneous sensations, to abstract the general
impression; the function of the co-ordinators
of co-ordinators is to bring the more primary
genecalisations to a common focus , and at each
successive level the abstraction is more general,
the generalisation is more abstract, the focus
sharper. The eat's final generalisation is so
relatively blunt and blurred, it comprehends in
such a relatively vague and shapeless way,
thatthat we say that is doesn't really " think ",
it still only" feels" a situation. Men's final
geaeralisation is so highly distilled, the final
focus so sharp, that, like a point which has
no area or an edge which has no thickness, it
almost loses the quality of feeling. It remains,
however, that while the cat can focus its feelings only into a dim , shapeless thinking, on the
,
. .
.
"1:lfiler hafnd ma~ s thlllklll.g IS only the more
rc med ocal point of feeling.
This abstraction of a general quality
,
whether at lower or higher levels, is therefore
rnt so much the acti vity of a separate
"faculty" as the residual effect of multiple
scnsibitity. The nervous co-ordinator can do
:.ther than register the general effect,

unconsciously they come, the more imperative ness to hear itself, and thus ma ke
they are , and the more natural they feel.
consciou s of being conscious. We may COl
What we know therefore exerts a tremendous th at the cat thinks , aft er it s fashion, bu
gravitational pull on what we are trying to that it th inks that it thinks. And God, iJ
know, or are faced with, to the point of dis- end , is the" I " that sees and transcends
torting it into what we already know . Our it is man knowing that he is, and it is on]
appraisal of the new is 'highly selecti ve. It seeing this " knowing" as verbal that
cannot be dispassionate. What I know is expose the tr ick. For where, if not in I
sanctified by becoming me, and my conscious lies the beginning or the end of the "inl
surface readily absorbs what fits me, at the regression ", the consciousness of consciou
expense of what doesn't. The " inarticulate of consciousness . . . as two parallel mii
major premisses" of our thinking are those reflect in indefinite series their recipi
sentiments which have been built into the reflections of reflections. It lies in the f
unconscious. They are inarticulate because pointed thinking which projects and concre
they are unconscious, and they are imperious itself in lan guage, whereby human thin
for the same reason. · The mind tends to see turns and looks at itself , creates its own in
only what it already knows.
in parallel. Men's reflection on reflectio
Problems of Communication
the echo of the word.
Thinking is not a separate class of mental
It has been said that all philo sophy is
phenomena, but a refinement of sensation, by product of bad grammar, meaning tha
abstraction at successive levels. And mind anses
.
f rom d eficiences
.
f language,
0
does not consist of feeling on the one hand and unconsci ous sleight of hand which rings
thinking on the other, -but of integration at changes on words and meaning. But dec
various levels, that is, generalisation in varying than-this, philosophy ari ses from the very
degrees. A distinction between thinking and of language, becau se it is the source of
feeling may be valid for valid purposes, but . fundamental philo sophical dilemma of IT
the ir separation may be . as misleading as the the inconcei vable concept of . finit
L
fl
'
f "
. b
"
d
m ill y WI .
} se. ~eparatlOn 0
"econonuc ~se . ~n
mocks and tantalises sense, and is the ori
soc~a superstruc~ure , .not oni y y tea~mg likewise of the deceitful dualism which oppc
us With the same kind of irresolvable questions . " I" from "Ine" subject f
bi t .
hi h
fi
( h h
hi 1
' "'
rom 0 jeer, ,
as to w IC comes rst w et er e t m 1; absolute from relative. Language is the sou
b:cause we feel or fe~l because we think) but of the residual mysti cism in thinking n
still. mo.re by obscuring the natur.e of com- whose ghost is laid, not by milit ant ath
mumcatlo~ between men, somethi~g we as repudiation, but by Socialist acknowledgme
propagand~sts ought to I<:l~~, s?~ethl~,g_ ~b~.~:,:..,_,. G.:Q~ +~~.ocigiaal-sin- -of-thinkin g man:

w.

t:;o,
.~C:i!6'~ri~f1~ire~e:~hii~t~~u{s'~~:-::~~~iT~~~~~~{~~~~r::;=~T:::;:~;'
lined general effect ~f bringing all the colours
:0 a focus.
And the greater the range and
refinement of the sensations received together
i.
,
llie clearer white will be the distilled thinking,
Ihe less grey-muddied with the silt of primary

r.~nsation.
,

.

. .

.

Brain and Consciousness

The brain of man is such a vast hierarchy
If co-ordinacors, vested in spinal chord,
halamus, posterior and frontal lobes, and the
inal abstractions therefore so highly refined,
o far removed from primary sensation, such
~a' e attenuated ghosts of feeling, so near
vaporation point, that they are difficult to
etain or recall in the mind unless reconverted
nto sensual form, of sign or sound. The
pick body of feeling communicates itself in
be stance, the mien and the attitude: the idea,
ense abstracted, must utter itself or it dies
11 the moment.
And while thinking is only the focal tip of
ie mental pyramid it is also therefore' the
.
.
iost mobile , The lower, less conscious, levels
re less fleeting and change less fitfull y, change
nly with the slow accretion of silt left by the
:ream of experience. Learning, indeed, is a
recess of becoming unconscious. We have
.arned s~mething when it no longer requires
ie conscious effort of attention when we no
In,ger 'have to think about it Repetition
uilds responses lower and lower into the new
tua tion of the changing moment. But the
~ore our responses are learnt, the more

is confession that redeems.
as the actor, the politicians, the salesman, the
Language and Histon
grafter, the clairvoyant or. the "c~n'~ man
So almost indispensable is language
does. And we tend to think of thinking as human thinking to consecutive and con
"
"
d
d"
,
pure reason
an to meet our au renee 1~ quential thinking, steered instead of buffet1
the worst way, head on, because we .don t by the changing moment, that it might aIm
know 1clearly ,enough. that th~ human. mmd- be s~id that "langu.age precedes thought
th~ bloke we re .talklll.g to-IS a. unique and provided this .does not lea~ to the idea o~ SOl
alien structure o~ sentiment, s:ntlII;ents u:oreclean break m the continuous evolution
or less unconscl~us, axiomauc, 1mperatl~e, brain in the .animal world, or obscure the f:
person~l and precious. You ~an t argue .w1.t h ~hat thinking is only filtered feeling, impli
The faint, delicr
a ~entlm.ent, an~ the. revolutlO~ary Socialist m multiple sensation.
attitude ~s essen~lally incommunicable, pr?pa- human idea , the essence of abstract refincrnei
ganda, Virtually lu:potent. . To learn. this IS to would be still-born .unless wrapped at once
lear?
the same time the r.eal function o! the the woollies of words. Without words
~?cla 1St mo~ement and to discover the residual catch th oughts on the wing th ey could not
, ] IS~~~-Cre~Jv~ sp~:k of~rop:g~nda·F . h
recalled. Without words to give them shu]
IS ~I
e iscusse again. . or t e and boundary, to box them up and nail the
moment Just ~o. more words , one about down, th ey could not be repeated. Langua,
langu~ge and religion, and one about language socialises thought, by making the thoug"ts
and hiStoryR r'
. R fl .
each the common property of all. And
S f
e t-g~on .IS e ection
capitalises th ought, by investing it in words i
0 h ar ~s r~ 19~on .IS ~oncernedthwe ma~ ~ell
song and saga, in lore and literature , as 'ti
t.
sGaY
· d athlll t e · eLglllllln g was bl e wor; or cumulative social inherit ance of a past that i
d
0 IS t e woru,
anguage ena esconscious- E T
hild I b
.I
"1,"
. .
.
\ ery c 1. IS om witn a 51 \ CI spoon III 1
~~~ mouth.
Fashioned out of the need to guide tl
FEBRUARY issue will include unison or sequence of co-operative labour, tl;
these articles:
need for a substitute for signs when the hane
"What Will Socialism Be Like"
are occupied, o r wher: the back is turned ,
i
the dark , language IS a tool of produ crioi
"The Errors of Horatio" (Trotman) Above all, it !s essential to the prcservatic
"What Causes Changes In Society?" and accumulation of knowledge, of the waj
"On Backward Countries"
.
and means whose accumulation is history,
C'\\~\.:)(:~;"\\J~C\\~
F. EVANS,
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OF

ARTICLE

IN

my view, the ar ticle by Gilmac on
. "Progress and Culture " is likely to give a
misleading impression of the Socialist attitu de
to. thi s subject. I suggest that there is an
alternative way of looking at it that is consistent with socialist principles. Such an
alternative may take shape from .an examina tion of some of the points in the art icle.
" O ne wri ter put in a n u tsh ell wh a t most people
have in mind when he wro te: 'The result of
pr ogre ss ha s been to increase the kno wledg e and
power of man.' We are im mediat ely prompted to
ask, But for wh at? F or a houseful of gadge ts
or an a tomic stockpile? "

This is a line of thought tha t is taken by
many people other than Socialists. This, in
itself, is no reason for oppo sing it, but you
must rernemb cc what is usually behind it.
People who speak of atom bombs and gadgets
in the same breath are often preoccupied, not
with the social conditions which produce atom
bombs, but with decrying all scientific discovery and invention. Gilmac sees that it is
dangerous for us to take the line th at the
horrors of modern war are a sort of evil result
of progress. But does he also see that it is fa r
more dangerous to extend our criticism of
contemporary civilisation to such things as
household gadgets? It is surely no function
of the S.P.G.B. to advocate" the simple life "
.and to make innuend oes about things like
household gadgets which, afte r all, most people
thin k are desirabl e. Such a 'p olicy certa inly
can't help the case for Socialism and, if taken
seriously, may get us a false reputation of
being" back to nature " cranks.

I'F0RUM enters its second quarter of
~. publication. · What can be said in retrospect
pf the first quarter? T he first three issues
contained a variety of articles written in
varying styles. The feather lightness of
I' Innocents Abroad" contrasted with the
weighty articles of Frank Evans both have
critics and supporters, the latter especially
among those who do not write. Evans' articles
have obviously provoked some hard thinking ,
which is not a bad thing. It seems to us,
however, that the basic challenge of Evans'
~rticIe has, as yet, not been taken up . Similarly,
~t is surprising that we have received no
criticsm on the article " Socialism and the
, allot." It can reasonably be taken for granted
at Comrade Canter is not persuaded that his
iews are completely accepted on thi s side of
Aboriginal Culture
he Atlantic . And where are the critics of the
" What a tragedy t hat th e u gly hand of civilarty's attitude to T rade Unionism. F ormerly,
isati on is already reaching ou t to env elop the last
is question never failed to provok e th em to
remn an ts of ab ori gin al cul ture an d in stead of
peak up at conferences and Party meetings.
ri sing cultural level and reta inin g the kindly and
n on-competitive ch ar act eri stics, is goin g to sweep
ORUM offers them the opportunity to state
everyth ing into the meltin g pot of greed, misery
case. Neverth eless, after a life of three
an d violence."
. onths there are signs that FORUM is being
What Gilmac says about aboriginal culture
iaken for granted and is stimulating volunta ry,
nd serious, contributions. This is encourag- may be quite true. U nd oubtedly there have
g. We shall endeavour to keep within the been societies in which people have been in
man y ways much kinder, mor e affectionate and
erms of reference laid down for us in what
less
competitive than is the case to-day. But
.e publish, and if we deviate a little
why
does he give us only one side of the
,ccasionaHy we shall assume that it is undertoad that there is a sound reason for doing picture? Are there no ways in which modern
o. . FORUM has yet to develop its scope civilised man, of whom Gil mac has such a
;ully. How it will do this the future will poor opinion , beha ves better th an the
how. We are certain that the poten tialit ies aborigine ? And if some ant hropol ogists are
f the Party are good enough to ensure a useful . prepared to go into eulogies about the wonde rful gentleness and kindliness of primitive
~ournal of high standards. It could Q.ecome
ivial, but we are also equally certain that th e peoples, then there are others who will ar gue
that modern man is just as gentle and kind in
embership would not allow that.
his own way. In M elanesian society, for
H.W.
example, it was customary th at a man mi ght
approach a girl he fancied and dem and to have
sexual intercourse there and then, If she
!
refu sed he could kill her and his tribe would
HEAD O FFICE FORUM
sanction the action. At least our modern
• Saturday, Jan ua r y 10th 7.30 p.rn,
"melting pot of violence" would appear to
be somewhat kinder in that respect. I also
1 " Is Our Approach to Propaganda
seem to recall somethin g about cannibalism in
primitive societies-or is it bad taste to bring
this up? The knowledge that Some of these

·
I
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ple asant people had each other for dinner
would tend to detract from their other
qualities.

.

Fair Dealing

" H ow . can we com pare with advan tage the
general d ~ sho~ es ty o~ to- day with th e simp licity
an d cheatin g i n the dipl omatic and secret ser vices
an d fai r dealing of primitive people ? The IYin~
the arts of. fina nci al fiddl in g and sh are p ushi ng,
th e tra.de tri ckery and lying poste rs ? The honest
a~d . SIl~cere sta nd a po or cha n ce in modern
civilisati on ."

I .agree-we can't compare it with ad vanta ge
becau~e no real comparison is possible. Pi
ther e IS no property to steal then the question
of honesty doesn't arise. People can neither
? e dish~nest nor honest. Also, " fair dealing"
IS used .111 defferent senses in the above passage.
The fair dealing of primitives could have kad
nothing to do with the sort of deals that we
~sually call .fair or. unfair: .Comp are, if yeu
.Jike, the SOCIal relations within the tribe then
. a~d .: those within .th~ . family now. Then yo~
wl1l. see that pnmmve people met just as
hostile a recepti on when they wandered outside
their tribe as modern men meet when they
wande r into business.

Food and Health
" A great deal of ou r food consists of embalmed
abomina tions in tin e or ma nu factu red edibles that
wou ld m a~e our for efa th ers turn in thei r graves."

Sorry, Gilma c, but if you had to eat in the
way that most of your for efathe rs did, then
you would soon want to come back to your
em balmed a bom ina tions. Until quite recently,
don't forget, people ate with their fingers
didn' t worry . much about garbage, and
accepted the flies and the fleas as a matter of
course. Say that food could be more wholesome, nourishing and free from adulter ation
but don't imply that our forefathers were so
mu ch better fed . True, there is more disease
of certain types than in the past, but that is
partly because people can now be kept alive
with it whereas formerly it killed them.

Increase in Comfort?
" If one compares th e existenc e of the so-called
u np rogressive and un cultu red savage with th e
existence of modern civilised man it is ext remely
doubtf ul on th e whole if there h as been pr ogress
In the p leasure, comf ort an d secu rity of life."

Gilmac becomes less cautious later on and
states " the result has not been an improvement
in his general comfort and security ." About
security I agree. But is it true to say that
there has been no improvement in comfort ?
T o say so would seem to be the sort of pr opaganda that was criticised by Comrade T urner
in the De cember issue-it creates the im pres sion that conditions have grown worse and
will conti nue to do so. This does not fit the
fa cts ot. experience, so people are unimpressed.

Readers may think that I have gone
out of my way, to pick holes in what
Gilmas wrote. .I plead guilty. If, however, the vie ws I have criticised are those
of a. majority of members, then the Party
is in danger of identifying itself with a
school of thought that has nothing to do
wi th Socialism, and may even hinder it.
~ "R.P.
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THE
A HUMAN

being is developed only by
crystallisation of the sum total of his own
experiences. Our present system of education
contradicts this axiom by stressing prep onder andy single fields of application.
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outmoded educational aim of learning unrelated details. Without this aim the richest
differentiations of specialised study . . . are
mere quantitative acquisitions, bringing ' no
intensification of life, no widening of its scope.
Only a man equipped with the clarity of
feeling and the sobriety of knowledge will be
able to adju st to complicated requirements, and
to master the whole of life. Working only
from this basis can one find a plan of life
which pla ces the individual rightly within his
community.

T hey opposed machines so strongly that to
deliver their hand-made products to London,
they ran 'a horse coach parallel with the hated
railway. In spite of this rebellion against the
machine, technical progress is a factor of life
which develops organically. It stands in
Instead of extending our milieu, as the
recipro cal relation to the ' increase in the
primitive man was forced to do, combining
number of human beings. that ' is its real
as he did in one person, hunter, craftsman,
justification. Notwithstanding its manifold
builder, physician, etc., we concern ourselves
distort ion by profit interests, the struggle 'for
with one definite occupation, leaving other
mere accumul ation and the like, we can no
faculties unused.
longer think of life without such progress. It
T radition and the voice of authority
is an indi spensable factor in raising tne
The present System of Production
intimidate man to-da y. He no longer dares
stand ar d 0 f lif
I e.
to venture into certain fields of experience. He
All educational systems are the results of
The possibilitie s of the machine-with .its
becomes a man of one calling; he no longer economic structure. In the frenzied march of
production, its ingenious complexity
has first-hand experience elsewhere . . . Hi s the industrial revolution, the indu strialists set abundant
th
con, e one hand , its simplification on the other,
self-assurance is lost. He no longer dare s to up specialised schools to produce quickly the ' 'has necessarily led to a mass production which
be his own physician, not even his own eye. badly-needed specialists:
These schools has its own significance. . The task of the
The specialists- like members of a powerful favoured the development of men' s powers in machine-satisfaction of ' mass requiremente-«
secret society-obscure the road to all-sided only very few instance s and offered no will in the future be held more and more singly
' individual experiences, the possibility for , opportunity to penetrate to the essential kernel and clearly in mind. T he true source of
which exists in his normal functions, and the of things . . , To-d ay neither educ ation nor
conflict between life and technical progress
~ need for which arises from the centre of his production springs from an inner urge, nor lies at this point. N ot only the present
, being.
from an urge to make prod ucts which satisfy economic system, but the process ci production
. Often even the choice of a calling is the requirements of one's self and those of as well, calls for improvement from the ground
determined by outside factors: a man becomes society in a mutually complementary way. Our up. . . . The common e rror to-day is ,that
a confectioner or a cabinet-maker because modern system of production is imposed usually questions of efficiency are,viewed from
th~r~ is a shortage of appr~~~i~e~_,in~~,~~~-=.~a"~~u~:;_ ~~gs!lY,c,J,,.rp~g;-.p~!JJ\l1~~~9"W : B~I} c ' the-··teehniC:'ar -altd 'pI:ofit standpoint, without
, ade~bd:recf')mes,d:rwyetor a manti'flf'eturer i n Jets ,socuII:.-aspects"; ItS. m?tr~'-e .IS merely .to regard to, organic considerations.' T he T aylor
, because he can take over his father's business. squeeze out profits to their limit, in most cases system, the conveyor belt andthe like remain
a complete reversal of its original purposes
mistakes as long ' as they turn man into a
The accent lies on the sharpest possible
definition of the single vocation, on the buildNot only the working class finds itself in this machine, without taking -into account his bioing up of specialised faculties; the " market position to-day; all those caught withi n the logical requirements for work recreation and
, demand" is the guide. Thus a man becomes workings: of the present economic system are leisure.
'a locksmith or a lawyer or an architect or the basically just as badly off. At most there
Not a gainst T echnical Progres s,
'like, working inside a closed sector of his are slight degrees of difference. The chase
The
so lution lies a ccordingl y no t in
faculties .. .
after rewards in money and power influences w orking a gainst technical advance, but . . " Our whole system of education has the whole form of, life to-d ay, even to the
hitherto been found wanting, notwithstanding basic feelings of the 'individual. He thi nks in exploiting it fo r the, benefit of all..
our vocational guidance, psychological testing, only of outward security, instead of concern- Through techniqu e man can be fr eed, if
he fin ally r ealises th e purpos e: a balanced
measurement of intelligence.
Everythin g ing himself with his inner satisfaction . On
life throug h t he f r ee u se of his Jibe ated
functions-and functions alone-on the basis top of this, there is the penning up of city
creative energies ..• For not the form,
of the present system of prod uction which dwellers in treeless barracks , the extreme conn ot the a mazing t echnical proces s of
recognises only motives of material gain. A traction of living space. This cramping of
production, sho uld engage our real inter" calling" means to-d ay something quite living space is not only physical : city life has , est, but the sound planning of m an's life.
different from solidarity with the aims and ' brought with it herdi ng into barren buildings,
We are faced to-day with nothing less than
requirements of a community. One's personal without adequate open space.
the reconquest of the biological bases of human
life goes along outside the" calling " , which
H ow abou t T e chnical Progress?
life. Only when we go back to these can we
is often a matter of compulsion and is regarded
with aversion.
It might easily be judged fr om the foregoing reach the maximum utilisation of technical
remarks that the present system of indu strial progress i~ , the fields of physical culture,
The Fut ure needs the W ho le M an
production, and especially our technical pr o- nutrition, housing and industry-a thoroughOur specialised training cannot yet be gress, is to be condemned. In fact there are going rearr angement of our whole scheme of
abandoned at ,this time when all production is numerous writers and politici ans who suggest life. .For even to-day it is currently believed
being put on a scientific basis. However, it this. T hey mix the effect with the cause. In that less impor tance than formerly needs to be
should not start too soon and it should not be the 19th century, some people tried to make , attached to biological requirements.the motive
carried so far that the individual becomes a right diagnosis but suggested ' a wrong power of life, thanks to our technically exact
tunted-in spite of all his highly praised pro- therapy ,. . .
and calculable ways of dealing with them. 'It
essional knowledge. A specialised education
is thought that securing sleep by veronal,
A similar mistake was made by the Ruskin- relieving pain by aspirin, ' can keep pace with
becomes meaningful only if a man of
integration is developed along the lines of his Morris circle in the 1880's. They found that organic wear and tear. In this direction proiological functions, so he will achieve a industrial mass production killed quality in gress of civilisation has brought along with it
natural balance of his ' intellectual and craftsmanship . Their remedy was to kill the much beclouding of realities and grave danger.
motional power instead of on those of an machine, gO back to handwork exclusively. Apparent economies may easily deceive us.
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But technical progress should never be the
goal, only the means.
. . . The oncoming generation has to create
a culture which does not weaken but
strengthens the genuine biological function s.
The creati ve human being knows (and
suffers from it) that the deep values of life
are being destroyed under pressure of moneymaking, competition , trade mentality. He
suffers . . . from the flattening out of his
inheritance, from the impairing of his biological
balance.
And yet" although the present social
structure is a thoroughly unsuitable medium for
the balanced outlet of human capacities, in the
private life of individuals some glimpses of a
functional
understanding
have
already
appeared.
The intellectual advances in art, literature,
the theatre and the moving-picture in our time ,
and the various educational movements have
given important indications of this fact. Likewise the interest in physical culture and in
recreation and leisure, and in systems of tre atment by natural rather than chemical methods.
Such efforts, taken as a whole, portend a
world which even to-day shows its initial stages
at many points. But no small unit of this
growth should be studied as an isolated fact.
Not the occupation, not the object to be
manufactured, should be put in the foregr ound,
but rather the rocognition of man's organic
functions. ... Thus we lay the organic basis
for a system of production whose focal point
'"- ~. jS~Illag, and 'not profit interests.
Everyone is talented
Every healthy man has a deep capacity for
bringing to ,~ evelopment the creative energies
found in his nature, if he is deeply interested
in his work.
Everyone is equipped by nature to receive
and assimilate sensory experiences. Everyone
is sensitive tones and colours, has sure touch
and space reactions, etc. This means that by
nature everyone is able to participate in all
the pleasures of sensory experiences, tha t any
0

to

healthy man can also become a musician,
painter, sculptor, architect, just as when he
speaks, he is a "speaker ". That is, he can
give form to his reactions in any material
(which is not, however, synonymous with
" art" which is the highest level of expression
in any period ). T he truth of this statement
is evidenced in' actual life: in a perilous
situation or in moments of inspiration conventions and inhibitions of the daily routine are
broken through, and the individual often
reaches a plane of achievement otherwise not
expected.
The work of children and of primi tive
peoples offers another pr oof. Their spon'taneous expr essions spring from an .inner sense
of what is right , as yet unshaken by outside
pressure.
They are examples of a life
governed by inner necessities. So if we consider that anyone can achieve expression in
any field, even if it is not at first objectively
his best outlet, or essential for society, we may
infer with still greater certainty that it mustbe
possible for everyone to comprehend works
already created in any field.
Such receptivity develops by stages,
according to disposition, education, mental
grasp and so forth, but that the essential
is attainable sooner or later is beyond doubt.
... Then no work-as is often the case to-d ay
in industrial production with its endless subdivision-can be felt as the despairing gesture
of a man being submerged . ..
There is no more urgent prob lem than that
of realizing this desire to use man's powers to
their maximum . For the lastBO years or so,
we have been thinking about the problem,
talking about it, and att empti ng to act on it.
Our practice even to-d ay is at best a statement
of belief, ' and not a realisation.
Partial
solutions cannot be commended; we are now
too deeply implicated in our industrial society.
Partial rebellion is only an evidence of the
monstrous pressure, a symptom. Only the
person who understands himself, and co-

HEREDITY
A further plea for clarity
From the pen of Comrade F . Evans flows
a pedantic complexity, a mass of doubtful
aphorisms interspersed among sentences of
unnecessary difficulty. Historical materialism
becomes an obscure verbal fog. The best
service that can be offered to FORUM reader s
is to draw a veil over the whole conglomeration; and give it as quiet and as decent a burial
as possible,
I propose to dealt therefore, with only one
statement, which appears in Evans' last paragraph, viz.: "The rich genetically determined
variation in innate individual abilities .
cannot be dismissed without dismissing the
basis of biological evolution."
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operates with others 111 a far-r eaching
prog ramme of common action, can make his
efforts count. Material motives may well
provide the occasion for an uprising, for
revolution, but they can never be the deciding
cause.
The revolutionist should always remain conscious that the class struggle is,
in the last analysis, not about capital, nor
the means of production, but in actuality
it concerns the right of the individual to
a satisfying occupation, work that meets
the inner needs, a normal way of life and
a real release of human powers.
The Task for Education
Utopia ? No, but it is a task for tireless
pioneers. ' " At this point the educational
pr oblems merges into the political, and is
perceptible as such in so far as a man goes
into actual life and must make his adjustment
to the existing order.
. .. We need An integration of intellectual
achievements in po' itics, science, art, technology, in all the realms of human activity.
'We need Ut opians of genius .. . not this time
. to sketch the broad outlines of an easily
imaginable technical Utopia, but to foreshadow the existence of the man of the future,
who, in the instinctive and simple, as well as
in the complicated relati onships of life, will
work in harmony with the basic laws of his
being . . . . Our time is one of transition
striving towards a synthesis of all knowledge
A person with imagination can function now
as an integrator. Of course, for the time being,
he has to putaside all wishes for the thoroughgoing complexity which only a mature time
can offer. He must be merely a vital pioneer
on the vast and unbroken territories of our
period. Here every action can lead to a
Creative solution.
,

T he above extract from th e toorhs of L.
M oholy-Nagy, co-founder of the Bauhaus
S chool of Design at Dess au, near Dresden,
G erm any ; sohich. :on the comi ng to power of
H itler, m oved to Chicago.

ABILITY

The contribution of
introspective psychology
T o the student, psychology must represent
an extraordi nary confusion of conflicting
theory, not only dealing with mental
phenomena, but more particularly concerning
the relation of mind to brain. Continuall y we
are brought up gainst a dualist conception of
mind and matter. Much has been made of
alleged innate dispositions and inherited types.
Thus William James divided people into
"tender minded" and "tough minded";
Jung produced the theory of the introvert and
and extrovert, subsequently elaborated by
McDougall; until finally we are told that
individual s fluctuate between extroversion and

intro version. By this stage, the theories of
types of mind are becoming threadbare.

The conception of fixed intelligence levels
has followed a similar deve'opment. It is
claimed leve's of intelligence vary innately. . '
Intelligence tests give intelligence quotientsI.Q 's. These serve as kinds of permanent
mental labels. Psychologists are unabashed by
cases of children who do not substantiate this
dogma, subsequent impro vement in I.Q . being
" exp' ained" by the theory of the late
developer. A late developer is said to have
overcome deep-seated emotional conflicts,
abnormal temperamental characteristics, and so
forth , We are indebted to Spearman for the
vanity of the two factor theory, in which an

-
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ntelligent factor-vaguely called" g ", is said
a pervade all activities, but that individuals
, assess other innate aptitudes. There is some
greement that these include memory, verbal
nd linguistic, mechanical, arithmetical,
eometrical, manual, musical and drawing
ptitdues.
The genes by now are carrying a heavy
esponsibility, but let it be noted that not one
ingle piece of objecti ve evidence exists in
upport of the genetic theory of the inheritance
f special abilities.
Behavioutism
The methods of Pavlov in studying the
nnditioned reflexes in animals led to the
'e velopment by Dr. J. B. Watson of an entirely
sew approach to the study of . mental
henomena, Behaviourism is the study of
·ehaviour in an objective way, by methods as
sed in physics, physiology, etc., in the
bservation, measurement and comparison of
'hysical facts. Watson claims the study of
onsciousness or mind, as distinguished from
rain, has no place in science. Mind, the
merion of the brain, is built upon a practically
i' ank sheet by an accumul ation of conditioned
:eflexes. He argues that newly born infants
xhibit a relatively simple list of embryological
csponses. Laboratory tests show that they are
airly uniform among healthy infants. The
. plication of the behaviourist is that heredity
;unts for nothing in determining individual

.i'Ities,

•

.•

Schrodinger states: "All the physical and
chemical laws that are know to play an important
part in life of organisms are of this statistical
kind; any other kind of lawfulness and orderliness that one might think of, is being perpetually
d isturbed and made inoperative by the unceasing
heat motion of the atoms." (p. 8, What is Life?)

Thought processes, involving as they do
large numbers of atoms, can be explained only
in terms of statistical laws. To the materialist,
mind is a function of an organism, yet some
" materialists" regard mental facts and
physical facts as two aspects of one whole. We
might equally speak of digestive facts and
physical facts. If innate structural variations
produce special abilities, applied to the brain
this would mean innate variation in mental
capabilities.
Some individuals could be
'endowed with innately superior thought
mechanisms. Anyone who believes this must
be seriously disturbed by the Socialist case
regarding leaders.
All human beings are built fundamentally on
the same structural pattern, and I would
suggest that slight variations in innate structure, bearing in mind the statistical character
of life processes, do not rigidly limit the basic
processes. Let us consider a simple example.
The final of the Olympic Games 100 metres
event in 1948 and 1952 showed that the six
finalists in each case produced performances
that were almost identical. Yet they aU
differed in height, weight, pulse rate, length of
limb, sizs and length of muscle s, etc. Their
slight differences in performance cannot ,b e

Physical considerations
t'ls.vU t'aatalJ,.,~l;Qms-.;f}n~j~'l:ffllJ..y~?i~xp.!~ed 1fi="~i'ffi'§~CtJIeif~'structural
1 orClerIYhelit motion, which IS III opposition
vananons; for were the same runners to meet
a their orderly behaviour, Events happening a day or week later a different result would
etween a small number of atoms cannot be probably occur, as is frequently the case. This
rought within the compass of any recognis- can only be explained on the basis that they
·b'e laws. Only in the co-operation of all experienced similar environment, e.g.,
normously large numbers of atoms do the special athletic training. Similar results accrue
tatistical laws of physics and chemistry where there is an approximation to like
, ,perate.
behaviour and environment.

7
Wha'i: a physiologist says
Speaking of the training of athletes, J. M.
Tanner, of the Sherrington School of
Physiology, giving the Crookes Lecture of
1952, says (p.6 Athletics, 29.3.52): " . . .
having got them trained, I want to discuss
why there should be a difference between them.
This depends on the innate structure, and we
know very little about the difference in
structure between one person and another. We
know almost nothing about one of the most
important differences, which is i,t glandular
functions." It is pertinent to ask: if we know
very little about structural difference and
almost nothing about one of the most important
differences, how do we know differences in
performance can depend on innate structure ?

A speculative suggestion
"The hardening and solidification of the human
skull are retarded longer than in other animals,
to allow of the greater expansion of the brain.
At the same time, man is born with relatively
'few inherited instincts. There are, that is to say,
"comparatively few precise movements and rc'spouses which our nervous systemjs adjusted to
promote automatically; man's instincts are for
the most part very generalized tendencies . . .
the human child has to 'learn by experience'
the appropriate response to a specific situation.
It must find out the right movements to make
in relation to any external event, and build up
in its brain the appropriate rcpsonscs to a r,ecific
situation. It must find out the right movements
to make in relation to any external event, and
build up in its brain the appropriate connections
between sensory and motor nerves ".
V. Gordon Childe, p. 27, MWI Makcs Himself.

It'is ' true that, though there is objective
evidence that environment overlays completely
the simple response of early infancy, there is
little systematised knowledge of the effect
environment has upon growth and structure. It
is sufficient in my view, however, to suggest
that human beings are innately equal in
potentiality.

R.

BOTT.

A PLEA FOR PATIENCE
HE criticism made by comrade Brown in his
"Plea for Clarity" is worth discussing in
ts general as well as its particular application,
nd I should like to deal with his criticism
f my article rather as a pointer to the general
uestion of our use of FORUM.
I agreed to pur forward a summary of my
jews on certain matters in about 2,000 words,
nowing that the attempt might well evoke
he kind of criticism he makes, and for this
eason I asked for space to develop a little
urther the propositions .50 briefly summarised.
he reader was warned at the outset-in the
ditorial note, by the sub-heading "Intro•uction ", and specifically by the statement
at "the propositions here put forward have
'0 be compressed . . .", so as to allow the
eader to defer criticism until explanation had
een given of what had had to be "left
, explained" (Point C.) Moreover, in this

introduction, regard was had to the courtesies,
as it were, of the" opening number", which
further limited the space available for explanation . It is truer than he knows that I " knew
not what to say and what to leave unsaid" .
The result was "obscurity". But I think
part of the obscurity is due also to comrade
Brown's not bringing to its reading the
intelligence he asks to be credited with. I
don't agree that failure to be 'understood lies
always" with the writer". There are all sorts
and degrees of faults in writing, but there are
also sorts and degrees of co-operation by the
reader. Even Marx (who wrote quite well,
and whose genius is more widely acknowledged
than mine) had to "pre-suppose, of course, a
reader . . . willing to think for himself". The
value of the FORUM lies in its raising the
level of responsibility of our own discussion
(becauseit is on record) nearer to that of the

" S.S. ", but it takes two to make discussion,
and the quality of the reading is as important
as the quality of the writing. No statement
can be correct to more than three places 'of
decimals, and it is up to the reader to make
the willing effort to make sense of what is
written. Making debating capital out of verbal
deficiences is good exercise for children, but
even after fifty years of it some of us would
prefer to be treated not as children but as
members having a common acquaintance with
the elements of Party theory, an .acquaintance
shared by comrade Brown himself notwithstanding his faulty presentation of some of
them in points B, D, E and H. (The Writers'
Class might like to take his reply to H. and
find the ambiguity in the first sentence, and its
apparent confiict-e-whichever way intendedwith the second sentence; or, to find the misquotation in point C and discuss whether it
matters.)

---
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Some of comrade Brown's points are dealt
with in sections of my statement not yet issued,
but I am here concerned to deal with them
only as illustrating the failure to co-operate in
reading which could lower the FORUM to the
level of a newspaper. The reply to A, for
instance (" We are discussing our own
position "), ignores the context, and the phrase
" our own", which indicate that we are subjecting our theory to more critical scrutiny than :
we have done in the past . I may still be
mistaken (though we didn't always have the
weekly forums or the FORUM), but if it is so,
it reflects the opposite of comrade Brown's
complacent acceptance of our unchanging
rightness, and more modesty in our " claim to
have accurate knowledge of society". Or take
G, where I was implying that there may be
significant differences between M arx's time and
ours: if this is not conceivable to a reader it' s
no fault of the writer. He has something in
A, however, where he asks what were the
" certainties" of the nineteenth century, and
the" consolidation of revolution achieved " , as
these were not explained (and the whole
paragraph is a mess). But under stress of
compression a writer may assume some knowledge to be more general than in fact it is,
or take a chance that the exceptional reader
may still get the drift. For the sake of brevity,

too, we may use the present indicative to meaningless statement, and that where the
include both past and future, in' relation to meaning eludes we should look for the
continuing historical processes. We may say, misprints, look again for the meaning, then
" State Capitalism establishes (the technique)", construct any possible meaning, before
and are entitled to assume the. reader can giving up .
distinguish this from "has established",
Comrade Brown wasn't trying.
especially where the context is freely sprinkled
He may say that his points haven't all
with the word" begins" (used five time s in been answered. Some will be. I am mainly
close sequence to make assurance more than concerned to add to his reasonable plea for
twice doubly sure).
clarity in writing a plea for responsibility in
Clarity, admittedly, is the first requirement reading. The FORUM editors have neither
of communication, but comrade Brown knows, the same power nor the same duty as have
as an intelligent writer, that some things can the Ed . Comm. of the "S.S." to determine
be said more simply than others. He knows what is published, and it rests with the reader,
that among the harder things to deal with as critic, how far the FORUM repeats the
simply are the abstract things of social science. cap-snatching ankle-tapping buffoonery of our
He should know that thinking takes place at playground days. There is no wish to undervarying levels of generalisation , and that the mine comrade Brown's serious pride in our
Party's theor y and prop agand a-because our (or his) accurate knowledge of society when I
job is to see the wood rather than t he trees- suggest, after somebody, that for purposes of
involves a higher level of generalisation than discussion " it is sometimes more important
the unsuitability of jam as a lubricant. He that a statement should be interest ing than
should know that a brief summary of critical that it should be finally true". Nor do I
propositions is likely to place a heavier strain '; overlook that in addition to accurate knowledge
on the reader's effort particularly when, , ", pepper and vinegar besides are very good
through nobody's fault, it appears in penny indeed". Nor that taking the mickey is fair
numbers at intervals. He should credit his enough. But this is a seasoning, not a staple,
comrades as writers with the common intelli- and is best written in invisible ink between
gence he claims for them as readers and assume the lines.
F. EVANS.
they will not write, nor editors publish, a

QU ESTIONAI RE ON
~.;
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-' rn " be~el~ibe'~--'19 51 , Paddington Branch
sent out a questionnaire to members asking for
certain information connected with Party
propaganda.
This was the outcome of
discussion in the Branch, including a verbal
quiz which helped in the wording of the final
draft. We sent our nearly 200 forms, mostly
reply-paid, for distribution through Branch
Secretaries. Owing to the decision of the
Executive Committee not to allow us to use the
Register of Members, we were obliged to ask
members who joined earlier than 1950 to
participate. This, however, did .not affect the
purpose of the questionnaire , since we
addressed it to newer members mainly because
it was thought they would be able to recall
better the circumstances and sequence of ideas
that made them Socialists.
Fifty-five replies were received' and the
following is an analysis of the results (to
nearest 1%) :
Question 1. Y our Form A asked how you
came in contact with the Party, but this is not
necessarily when you first came to agree soitl:
its case. When did you become conoinced ?
By personal contact
At an S.P.G.B. outdoor meeting
By reading an S.P .G,B. pamphlet
By reading the S.S.
At an indoor meeting .. .
Others

46%
28%
10%
9%
4%
3%

Question 2. What were your political views
~F before you became a Socialist?
! 9t corresponding to any single party line
porter of other patty (11 Lab ., 3

33%

\

PROPAGANDA

Question 1. The information gL\'en....aI~4 .
expressed are those of only a minority of Party 19%
19% members; it is possible that those of the.
majority would give an entirely , different
Question 3. What aspect of our propaganda picture.
most helped to make you QI Socialist?
Question 2. Difficulties in distribution
That explaining the economics of Capitalism 56%
Critici sing th e pol icies of opponents .. ,
i 5% meant that certain branches encouraged their
Concerning what Socialism will be like
11% members to reply, while others apparently
Attit ud e to war
6% ignored the questionnaire. Certain branches'
Explanation of religious ideas . ..
3%
Others
.
9% opinions therefore are over-represented, others
Question 4. What part o[ our case did you not represented at all.
Com " 1 Anarcho-syndicalisr)
. ,.
Member of other party (3 Lab" 4 Corn.,
1 LL.P. and 1 B.D.F.)
Not interested in politics at all

29%

find most difficult to accept?
Getting majorit y to understand and want
Socialism
Our hostility towards all other parties
Opposition to religious ideas
...
Concern ing what Socialism will be like
Question of leadership . ..
Mar xian anal ysis of Capitalism
Attitude to State Capitalism ...
Others

46%
15%
13%
11%
4%
2%
2%
7%

Question 5. What type of article do you
think the S .S. should contain more frequently
than now?
Socialist view of curr ent world events . ..
Ex plaining pa rts of our case in detail ."
Replies to corr espondents
Answering general opposition, reporting
deba tes .
.. ,
.. ,
.. , ' ...
Examining opponents' theories' and
practice
.. .
.. .
. ..
.. .
Parables, articles with hum orous flavour
Others ,
.....,
......

38%
19%
14%
12%
8%
6%
3%

Suggested interpretation of results
These are some of the factors that should 'be
.aken into account when trying to interpret thiresults:
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Question 3. The percentages are very
arbitrary, e.g., one member's views make a
difference of 2% or 1% if the answer is '
sub-divided.
Question 4. The phrasing of the suggested
answer may affect the results, e.g., it may be
less restricted in meaning than others and
therefore preferred.
Question 5. The results may unduly favour
the first suggested answer or answers, particularly to questions asking for opinions.
In spite of these and many other difiiculti~s
and possible objections, we think it is possibl~
to draw certain conclusions and, in the li
of the results, to make some suggestions c
cerning our propaganda, In a future issue
shall ' outline these, and also deal with
answers to the open question which asked .
members' views on the content of '
propaganda.
PADD.INGTON

BRANCH'
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